
Climate Teams
A mechanism for cooperation under Article 6.2
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The challenge

Globally need to get to net-zero long-lived 

gases – faster is better

Facilitate more rapid transition of emerging 

economies  - ‘hosts’

Enable more ambitious contributions by 

industrialised countries  - ‘partners’



Supporting more ambitious global action

Paris Agreement:  broad but weak

Climate club
Stronger but focused 
on domestic reductions

Climate team:  
strong - includes 
transfers across 
countries 



What ‘hosts’ need

1. Guarantee of income flow if they make large 
costly (economically or politically) systemic 
changes

Institutions for low emissions transition

energy transition

2. Expertise

3. Access to capital

4. Co-benefits that local people value



What ‘partners’ need

1. ‘Internationally transferrable mitigation 
outcomes’ to meet ambitious international 
targets during period of domestic transition to 
low emissions

….and beyond – can continue to contribute to others’ 
mitigation

2. Credible units in the eyes of domestic taxpayers 
and voters 

and in the eyes of other countries – to encourage 
reciprocal cooperation

co-benefits associated with resource transfers
– e.g. poverty reduction



Goals for design

Credibility

Efficiency

Distribution

Adaptability

Not just a contract – a relationship



Creating Internationally tradable mitigation 

outcomes (ITMOs) in Colombia

Autonomous contribution by Colombia 

+ climate finance and support

time

CO2-e 

BAU

Crediting 

baseline 
NDC

Large scale + NDC = credibly additional baseline
NDC = locally acceptable



Additional reductions in 

anticipation of funding 

from ITMO transfers

Autonomous contribution by Colombia 

+ climate finance and support

time

CO2-e

BAU

Crediting 

baseline 

Monitored 

emissions 

inventory –

UN rules

National inventory:  
credible MRV with low 
transaction costs

Creating Internationally tradable 

mitigation outcomes (ITMOs) in Colombia



Colombian Climate Peace Fund

What is a ‘Climate Team’?

Rep. of Korea Canada? Norway? 

California? Australia?

New 

Zealand

Colombian government

Payments for additional reductions if

they occur

Climate 
Finance

Climate finance 

+ advance funding to purchase ITMOs

+ guaranteed minimum price and option to buy at 

higher price

New Zealand 
company


